Discovering Innovative Drugs Targeting Both Cancer and Cardiovascular Disease by Shared Protein-Protein Interaction Network Analyses.
Cancer and cardiovascular disease (CVD) have a common co-occurrence. Both diseases display overlapping pathophysiology and risk factors, suggesting shared biological mechanisms. Conditions such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, smoking, poor diet, and inadequate physical activity can cause both heart disease and cancer. The burgeoning field of onco-cardiology aims to develop diagnostics and innovative therapeutics for both diseases through targeting shared mechanisms and molecular targets. In this overarching context, this expert review presents an analysis of the protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks for onco-cardiology drug discovery. Several PPI complexes such as MDM2-TP53 and CDK4-pRB have been studied for their tumor-suppressive functions. In addition, XIAP-SMAC, RAC1-GEF, Sur-2ESX, and TP53-BRCA1 are other PPI complexes that offer potential breakthrough for onco-cardiology therapeutics innovation. As both cancer and CVD share biological mechanisms to a certain degree, the PPI network analyses for onco-cardiology drug discovery are promising for addressing comorbid diseases in the spirit of systems medicine. We discuss the emerging architecture of PPI networks in cancer and CVD and prospects and challenges for their exploitation toward therapeutics applications. Finally, we emphasize that PPIs that were once thought to be undruggable have become potential new class of innovative drug targets.